Magento Marketplace
Extension Quality Program

Extension Quality Program Introduction
Magento is a feature-rich eCommerce platform built on open-source technology. It provides online
merchants with unprecedented flexibility and control over the look, content, and functionality of their
eCommerce store. With this much flexibility, Magento Commerce is tasked with developing standards
and guidelines for all Marketplace Partners to ensure quality extensions and a high merchant satisfaction.

To verify that extensions on the Marketplace are developed according
to Magento standards and best practices, the Marketplace Team has
introduced an Extension Quality Program (EQP). It is powered by
Magento expertise, development guidelines, and verification tools.
The result is a better coding structure, performance, scalability, and
compatibility with Magento core.

The Extension Quality Program consists of two levels:

1

Level 1 is a mandatory check for all extensions on Marketplace. This automated check focuses on
extension package structure, basic code standards, virus/malware, and plagiarism. Each extension
will also go through a marketing review.

2

Level 2 is a deep technical review. The main focus is on documentation, coding structure,
performance, scalability, security, and compatibility. During Level 2, an extension goes through
Sanity Check / QA review. Level 2 review is conducted by Magento engineers who review
extensions in a timely and cost effective manner.

Level 1 Check Overview and Process
All submissions to the Magento Marketplace go through a Level 1 check, which includes a technical
and marketing review.
1. Package Validation
The submitted package must meet Composer packaging and format requirements. It must be a Magento
module, Magento theme, Magento language pack, or metapackage. All Magento modules, themes, and
language packs must contain a composer.json and registration.php. A metapackage only requires a composer.
json. Magento modules must contain a etc/module.xml. Magento themes must contain a theme.xml. Magento
language packs must contain a language.xml. For Magento 2.x extensions, it is possible for developers to
perform a package validation self-check in advance of submission to the Marketplace – the tool to do so
is available from Marketplace tools GitHub repository. Extension providers are also encouraged to read the
Magento PHP Developer Guide for additional technical documentation on Marketplace submissions.
2. Basic Coding Standards
The Marketplace coding standards make use of a custom set of coding sniffs. If the submitted code did not pass
a Level 1 check because of coding standards issues, a technical report will be sent to the extension provider
describing the issues found, and where they are located in the codebase. Results of the coding standards check
are grouped according to two severity levels: Warnings and errors. If the package is found to contain errors (i.e.
severity level 10 issues), it will not pass the Marketplace quality review. If the package is found to contain warnings
(i.e. severity level 6 and 8 issues), it will pass the Marketplace review – although we strongly advise extension
developers to correct these issues. A list of the rule sets used as part of the coding standards review is provided
in the Magento Marketplace user guide. Also, see here for background on Magento coding standards.
3. Antivirus / Malware
All submissions are run through an anti-virus scan to ensure that codebase is free of malware.
4. Plagiarism Check
All submissions are checked for plagiarism in code and marketing content against existing Marketplace
extensions and the Magento codebase. If the extension code contains source code from the Magento
Community Edition of Magento 1.x or 2.x platforms, the extension must be licensed under Open Source License
v. 3.0 and properly credit Magento Commerce. There are resources available that explain OSL3 in more detail.
5. Marketing Review
From a marketing perspective, all submissions have to solve a business problem and deliver rich and unique
functionality. Marketing descriptions will be checked against our style guidelines (CSS tags are not allowed) and
to make sure that content is in line with Magento brand and logo guidelines. More background on the marketing
review process is available in the Marketplace user guide.

In the event a submission does not pass technical or marketing review, extension
providers will receive feedback on why, and how to fix it. A submission that passes
Level 1 technical and marketing review will be listed on the Marketplace.
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Level 2 Check Overview and Process
After passing Level 1 checks for plagiarism, virus/malware, common coding issues, and Magento
standards, Magento engineers will review the extension.
There are three phases in the Level 2 check:
1. Documentation Review
Checks that the required documentation contains the information needed to facilitate the verification process.
2. Code Review
Confirms the extension’s code meets Magento coding standards and best practices, and that conflicts do not
exist with native Magento core functionality. We also check the code for compatibility with Magento core for the
latest supported major Magento releases (Community Edition and Enterprise Edition) on the vendor’s supported
Magento versions list. Identification of security issues will be limited to:
•

Improper input data verification

•

Un-sanitized or insufficiently sanitized user driven data output
which could lead to XSS and/or CSRF vulnerabilities

•

Basic injection vulnerabilities

3. Sanity Check / QA Review
This check verifies that the extension installs without error, is configurable (as applicable), and operates
as expected.

The Magento engineering team has defined procedures for each phase and will record its findings
in a single report. The extension must pass all the steps identified in one phase in order to move into
the next phase.
• If an issue is found during the
Documentation Review phase, Magento
engineers will collaborate with the vendor
to resolve the issues. The vendor will be
responsible for resubmitting an updated
extension package, and the verification
process will resume.

• If during the Code Review or Sanity Check
/ QA Review phases the extension does
not pass review, we will end the process
and notify the vendor of the issues found.
The vendor will be responsible for resolving
the issues and resubmitting an updated
extension package.
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When the vendor resubmits an updated extension package, the Magento engineering team will begin a
new verification process rather than resuming the original process. An issue found in the Code Review or
Sanity Check / QA Review phases may require modifications to documentation, technical specifications,
or code, so we will re-verify each of these assets before resuming the code audit. The new version of the
extension must be different from the version that previously failed the Level 2 check.
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Required Assets for the Level 2 Check*
Vendor must provide the next assets for every iteration of Level 2 check:
1. Extension Codebase
Must be submitted via Marketplace.
2. User Guide
End user instructions for installation, configuration, and use all extension features.
3. Extension Specification
This is an architectural/technical specification document. It outlines the technical point and purpose of the
extension, what impact the extension has on the core Magento product, and what new functionality it introduces.
It also specifically cites what Magento Classes, Events, and core files are overridden, front end user experience
impact, database scheme definition, and data model structure, and diagram(s) of system flows. This document
must provide a clear understanding of the extension’s architecture and technical implementation for the Extension
Verification Team.
The Extension Specification must also include use cases for a better understanding of the extension’s behavior.
•

Use cases are detailed, step-by-step instructions to accomplish a goal or capability of the extension.
They typically include pre and post conditions, steps to follow, and optionally a data or user flow
diagram to illustrate the process. Anything complex or critical should have a detailed use case to
ensure the application performs as intended.

4. Integration Specification (if applicable)
Integration Specification consists of API Documentation and Integration Scheme:
•

API documentation points out URL endpoints the application can send commands to as well as
the proper request and response formats that must be used to properly integrate with the API.

•

Integration scheme diagrams demonstrate how and when Magento and third-party systems talk
to each other (i.e. main touch points, data type being transferred, data flow directions, etc.)

5. Test Documentation
• Test Scenarios / Test Cases
•

Automated functional test scripts with installation instruction and test data
»

Automated functional test scripts for all test scenarios (Magento MTF, Selenium IDE, Phantom.js, etc.)

»

Installation instructions
1. Installation/configuration instruction for software or for running functional test script.
2. Test instance configurations (Magento version, test store base URL, admin user credentials, etc.)
3. Test application configurations (enabled/disabled module, enabled/disabled secret key, etc.)

•

Sample data and installation instructions for that data (if applicable)

* Samples of the required documents are available through a Marketplace Account Manager.
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Magento Deliverables
The Level 2 check will result in the following Magento deliverables to the vendor:

EQP Level 2
Status Report

Indicates the overall results of the Level 2 check at the end of each iteration
or phase. If any issues are found during Documentation Review, they will be
outlined in this report.

Code Review
Report

Details the issues the Magento engineer has found and provides
recommendations for resolving them.

Sanity Check /
QA Review Report

Indicates the results of Magento engineer’s sanity check / QA review
of the extension.

Top Quality Banner
for Marketplace

Verifies the extension has passed the Level 2 quality check and complies with
high standards of Marketplace Extension Quality Program. The Top Quality
Banner will be showcased with the extension on Marketplace.
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